It is known that almost all 2-CNF-formulas where the number of clauses is n (1 ? ") ; " > 0 a constant ; n the number of variables are satis able.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the probability space Form n;q of 2-CNF formulas which is obtained as follows: There are 4 n 2 clauses of size 2 over n variables. A random formula from Form n;q is obtained by drawing each clause independently with probability q. Hence the expected numbers of clauses is q 4 n 2 .
In Go91], ChRe91] the probability space Form n;N is considered where Form n;N consist of all formulas with exactly N di erent clauses and each formula is equally likely. As unsatis ability is a monotone property we get from Bo85](see. pp 33-35, theorem 2): If almost every formula from Form n;q is satis able then almost every formula from Form n;N is satis able where N = b 4 q n 2 c . A natural strengthening of the satis ability threshold result is to determine how the phase transition at this threshold occurs. A possibility to approach this question is to determine for each x with 0 < x < 1 a function M x (n) such that jProbfF 2 Form n;Mx(n) j F is satis able g ! x
In this paper we develop techniques to approach this question. We show the following strengthening of the threshold result above: q = q(n) = The techniques used here are more of an algorithmic nature than those from Go91] and ChRe91]. It is interesting that this new approach inspired by Ka90] gives stronger results with fewer calculations. Besides it gives more insight in the structure of random formulas. Recall that the formula graph of a 2-CNF formula is de ned as follows: Its nodes are all literals and for each clause (u _ v) we get 2 directed edges u ! v and v ! u (cf. AsPlTa79]). A formula is unsatis able i it's formula graph has a cycle containing 2 literals x und x . We assume that we have an ordering fx 1 ; x 1 g < fx 2 ; x 2 g:::
on our literals.
THE ALGORITHM ITS ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION
The following algorithm, called a fanning out procedure, receives as input a 2-SAT formula F and a literal (a varible or negated variable) v from F . It produces a subset called X(v) of all literals reachable from v in the formula graph of F . In particular X(v) will be such that it does not contain any contradictory literals x and x . The algorithm is a graph searching procedure. where C = C(n) = 1 ? "(n) and "(n) ( 1 ln n ) 
Proof
We analyze the fanning out procedure with inputs drawn from Form n;q . Given that B i 6 = A i , w is the smallest literal from B i nA i and u is a literal with u = 2 B i and u = 2 B i we calculate the probability p that u 2 B i+1 or u 2 B i+1 . It is p = 2q ? q 2 which is the probability that w _ u or w _ u is a clause in the input formula. There are n ? jB i j variables x such that x or x (but not both) can be added to B i .
Hence the distribution of the number of literals added to B i given jB i j ; jB i+1 nB i j , is Bin(n ? jB i j; p) , where Bin(n ? jB i j; p) is the binominal distribution with parameters n ? jB i j; p . We de ne the sequence of random variables Z 0 ,Z 1 ,... as: Z 0 = 1 and Z i+1 = Z i + Bin(n ? Z i ; p) . Then Z i and B i have the same distribution, except that B i+1 , B i+2 ,... is not any more de ned once jB i j = i (then of course B i = A i ).
Now jX(v)j is distributed as:
Prob(jX(v) = t) = Prob(jB o j > 6 = 0 and jB 1 j > 6 = 1 and...and jB t?1 j > 6 = t ? 1 and jB t j = t) = Prob(MinfijZ i = ig = t) Prob(Z t = t): We bound Prob(Z t = t) : Obviously Z t is stochastically smaller than the random variable W t de ned by: W 0 = 1 and W i+1 = W i + Bin(n; p): \Stochastically smaller" means Prob(Z t i) Prob(W t i) . For t 1 W t is distributed as Bin(t n; p) . We need the following Cherno bound: If X is distributed as Bin(n; p) then Prob(X (1 + ) np) exp(? 2 np=3) for 0 . We apply this bound to Prob(W t t) Prob(Z t = t) .
As t = (1 + ) n t p implies = (t ? ntp)=ntp = The claim follows by choosing t 6 (ln n) 2 :
We still have to show that the small size of the sets X(v) , Y ( v) implies the non-existence of contradictory cycles with high probability.
Theorem
The formula graph of F has a contadictory cycle containing x and x if and only if we have an edge from X(x) to Y ( x) and from X( x) to Y (x) in the graph.
Proof
Let (x; u 1 ; :::; u m ; x; v 1 ; :::; v s ; x) be a simple cycle (i.e. all literals except of x distinct). As X(x) only consists of a subset of all literals reachable from x , the claim does not follow directly. We show that the rst literal u i = 2 X(x) must be in Y ( x) . As u i is the rst literal not in X(x) , but reachable from x , we have that u i is in X(x) . But then u i 2 Y ( x) and we have an edge from X(x) to Y ( x) .
The other claim follows analogusly.
Theorem
Almost no formula graph of a formula from Form n;q has a contradictory cycle where q is as in theorem 2.1.
Proof
We consider a graph where jX(x)j; jX( x)j 6 ln n . As X(x) and Y ( x) are disjoint by de nition, we must have an edge from X(x) to Y ( x) and from X( x) to Y (x) . If X(x) and X( x) are disjoint then this requires 2 independent clauses each from a set of O((ln n) 2 ) many. This happens with probability O( (ln n) 4 n 2 ) . If X(x) and X( x) are not disjoint, we need at least 1 clause as above. But X(x) and X( x) are not disjoint with probability O( (ln n) n ) . Altogether we get a probability of O( (ln n) 2 n 2 ) .
